Mathematics
In maths we are learning to:
 Count to ten forwards and backwards from any given
number
 Count read and write numbers to ten in numerals and
words
 Count in multiples of twos
 Identify one more or one less than a given number
 Double and half numbers within ten
 Estimate numbers within 10
 Use number bonds and subtraction facts
 Add and subtract one-digit numbers
 Read, write and interpret mathematical statements
 Solve one step problems that involve addition and
subtraction

In literacy we are learning:

Stories from other cultures

 To listen to a range of stories from other cultures.
 To compare two similar book and find similarities and differences.
 Recognise a repeated phrase in a story.
 Compare the features of fiction and non-fiction texts.
 Use drama techniques to recreate the story of Handa’s Surprise.

Punctuation and Grammar

 To write a golden sentence starting with a capital letter, using finger
spaces and finishing with a full stop.

Reading

 Continue to learn red words from set 2 by sight.
 To work on fluency and sight reading green words.
 To show and express opinions of books that they have been reading

Science
In science we are learning about seasons
 Observing changes across the 4 seasons
 Observing and describing weather associated with the
seasons – focusing on the changes in the length of the
days

R.E – Islam
In RE we are learning to:
 Recognise why the Qur’an is a special book for Muslims.
 Identify places of worship in the Muslim community.
 Understand objects and symbols from different religions
 Understand Muslim festivals and holy days and why they
are important to the religion.

Music
In Music we are learning to:
 Listen to music with different volumes and pitches
 Create our own African music using different
musical instruments.

P.E – Basic skills and
dance

English

In PE we are learning to:
 Improve our basic throwing
and catching skills.
 Make simple comments on
our performances.
 Understand why we warm
up and cool down.
 String together movements
to create a dance routine.
 To listen and move to
different types of music
and rhythms

Phonics
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In phonics we are learning to:
 Revise speed sounds set 2, Read Write Inc.
 Know and begin to remember our set 3 sounds.
 Read stories, develop our comprehension skills
and apply our phonics knowledge to our writing.
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Geography

Art

In Geography we are learning:
 About the world’s seven continents and five
ocean’s.
 About the four countries and capital cities of the
United Kingdom.
 To use maps, atlases and globes to find landmarks
and physical features.
 To make comparisons between Cairo and London.

In Art we are learning:
 How to work collaboratively and as
individuals to create art
 To use different materials to create our
seasonal pieces of art
 To look at the seasons and draw
inspiration to create our own seasonal art

